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Interferometric crosstalk reduction by 
phase scrambling in WDM integrated cross- 
connects 

E. Tangdionggd, R. Jonker,  H. de Waardt a n d  
G.D. Khoc 

Intcrfcromctric crosstalk mitigation in ii four-channel 2.5GbiWs 
InP-based 2 x 2 crossl'miiect using phase scrambling is reportcd. 
Bit error rate performance is improved from a largc powcr 
penalty indicated by a floor at 10 to a peiialty of < IdB. 

Introduction: A phase scrainbling (PS) technique has been invcsti- 
gated as a means for mitigating the detrimental effects of interfer- 
ometric noise in optical links [l]. This type of noise may occur in 
integrated wavelength-selective devices such as InP-based optical 
cross-connects (OXCs). Owing to the compact size of a few milli- 
metres and thc switching speed of a few nanoseconds, the InP- 
bascd OXC is very attractive for packet switching applications. As 
a disadvantage, InP-based OXCs still show moderate crosstalk 
levels [2], although considerable improvements have been achieved 
recently [3]. A theoretical study of PS for a single-channel point- 
to-point transmission has been published in [4]. In this Letter, wc 
report for the first time the application of the PS technique to a 
multi-channel 2 x 2 InP-based OXC in order to improve its per- 
formance. Without the PS, a 2.5GbiWs bitrate transmission 
showed poor performance due to interferometric crosstalk and bit 
error rate (BER) floors occured at IO-! By using the P S ,  error-free 
transmission with a penalty of < 0.5dB is obtaincd. This rcsult 
demonstrates clearly the potential of the PS technique in WDM 
networks employing OXCs for which tlie crosstalk performance 
does not yct fully comply with the stringent telecom requirements. 

Experimerrtal setup: A four-channel integrated InP-based OXC 
was placed in the experimental setup (Fig. 1). Four DFB lasers 
provided CW sources at wavelengths of 1551.0, 1554.2, 1557.4 and 
1560.6nm. Pseudorandom uonreturn-to-mo (NRZ) data of a 
sequence length of 2'' - 1 was encoded at a bit rate of 2.5Cbitis 
using an extemal modulator to gencrate optical signals with nar- 
row spectra. The four channels were subsequently scrambled in 
phase by tlie phase scrambler section to broaden their spectra, and 
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amplified by an EDFA before being split to create two paths for 
feeding both input ports of the OXC. To obtain two uncorrelatcd 
input signals, we inserted a delay fibre in one arm before thc 
input. The delay fibre was chosen to be much longer than the 
coherence length of each laser sonrce. Two polarisation controllcrs 
were used to maximise the detrimental effects of interfcromctric 
hcating noisc. Thc combiiiatior of the powcr splittcr and palarisa- 
tion controllers creatcd a worst-case condition in the setup: wave- 
length and polarisation alignment. The expcrimental results 
represent, therefore, the worst-case crosstalk perforinancc that 
may occur in WDM networks. To couple tlie signals into and out 
of the OXC, we adopted thc same tcchniquc as [5].  Aftcr travelling 
througli thc single-phase array OXC, the channels were amplified 
to compensate for fibre-to-fibre losses. The BER evaluation for 
each channel was performed by an optical demultiplexer (band- 
width 90GHz) for channel selection and a variablc attenuator 
before thc rcccivcr for input powcr adjustmcnt. The receiver con- 
sisted of an 1nGaAs pin photodiode followed by a variable gain 
clectrical amplifier to boost the photocurrent. The electrical band- 
width of the receiver circuit is I.SGHz, which is sufficient to 
detect 2.5Gbilis signals without significant signal distortion. Thc 
phase scrambler section was realised by using a phase modulator 
driven by a noise signal. Tlic noise signal was made by mixing a 
200MHz band-limitcd white noise source with an RF  signal. The 
obtaincd noisc signal caused a phasc deviation of the value z and 
it was ccntrcd at thc RF frequency of 2.5GHz. The spectrum of 
the 2.5Gbitis signal due to the PS is shown in Fig. 2. Compared 
to the original spectrum, there is a phasc scrambler induced spec- 
tral broadening of 75pm (measured at -20dB). This spectral 
broadening will cause an additional penally of < 1 dB after 200km 
standard fibre due to chromatic dispersion [4]. 
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Re,~u/t.s: The penalties due to interferometric crosstalk in thc OXC 
wcrc measured by taking input powers corresponding to a BER 
value or As a reference, the BER of a scheme without cross- 
talk (only one input port being used) was used. Measurcmcnt of 
the statical transmission propcrtics of thc OXC showed that the 
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fibre-to-fibre losses are -26dB and that the crosstalk levels arc 
quite high, varying from -1SdB for channel I to ~ ~ 1 7 d B  for chan- 
ncl 4. The measured BER values are shown in Fig. 3 for channel 
1 (a) and channel 2 (I]), reprcscnting the outer and inncr channel 
in WDM systems for three situations: no crosstalk, crosstalk witli- 
out PS, and crosstalk with PS. The solid curves were obtained by 
curve fitting the mcasured values. The receivcr scnsitivity for both 
channels in the case of no crosstalk (0) was measured to be 
around -2S.6dBm Tor BER = I O  9. When both inputs of the OXC 
were used (0), channel I pcrfornied slightly worse than channel 2 
due to its larger crosstalk Icvcl. Their BUR values show floors at 
10 ' and respectivcly, which indicates poor transmission per- 
fornmice. By using PS (A), the signal spectra were slightly wid- 
ened so that a part of tlie signal-crosstalk heat power was moved 
to the frequency spectrum outside the receiver bandwith. Thc det- 
rimental cffccts of the heat power wcrc significantly mitigated such 
that the receiver sensitivity was enhanced to ii valuc close to the 
case of no crosstalk. Wc measured a receiver sensitivity of 
-2SdBm. This means that the crosstalk penalty was rednccd from 
a very large value (corresponding to the RER floor) to 0.6dB with 
an increase in the speclral width of only 0.07Snm. RER cvalui- 
tions of  channels 3 and 4 showed a similar improvemenl if thc 
same PS format is used. The effcctivcness of this PS techniquc is 
only limited by thc interplay between thc spectral widening and 
the fibre chromatic dispersion on tlie one hand and tlie WDM 
channel spacings on the other hand. Wider spectra will not only 
introduce a largcr dispersion penalty, hut thcy may also exceed the 
very small channcl spacings in a dense WDM nctwork. 
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Conclusion: We have demonstrated the effectiveness of Ihc phasc 
scrambling techniquc in mitigating the detrimcntal effects of inter- 
fcromctric crosstalk in an intcgrated WDM cross-connect. A sub- 
stantial improvement in AER values from a BER floor of 10 to a 
penalty of only 0.6dB in the reccivcr sensitivity was experimentally 
shown. This result shows that phase scrambling cnables u s  to 
work with WDM &vices whose perrormancc is dcgraded by rela- 
Livcly high crosstalk levels. 
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Photonic conversion of OC-192 OTDM-to-4 x 
OC-48 WDM by supercontinuum generation 

T. Hashimoto, H. Sotobayashi, K. Kitaiyama and 
W. Chujo 

Thc authors proposc a novel method for c~iiverting optical time 
division multiplexed (OTDM) signals to wavclcngth division 
multiplcxed signals (WDM) by using sopercontinuum (SC), 
folluwed by spcctrilm Slicing and timc-gating. OC-192 (9.953Gbitis) 
OTDM aigilals to 4 x OC-48 (2.488GbiVs) WDM signals 
mnversioil with a DER of under is cxpcrimcnlnlly 
dem""stls1cd. 

Iiiwudrrctiun: At the network node bctween ii high-spccd backbone 
link and local area network (LAN), low-speed wavelength division 
multiplexed (WPM) signals have to be converted to high-speed 
optical time division multiplexed (OTDM) signals and vice versa, 
because the bit rates of thc wide area network WAN)  and LAN 
may he different. Conversion bctween OTDM and WDM signals 
has been demonstrated by using four-wave mixing in semiconduc- 
tor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [I], cross-gain compression of SOAs 
[2], and cross-ph;ise modulation i n  a nonlinear loop mirror [3]. 

In this Letter, we praposc photonic convcrsion of high-speed 
OTDM to low-sped WDM by SC gcncration, followcd by spcc- 
trum slicing and time-gating. An OC-192 OTDM-to4 x OC-48 
WDM convcrsion is experimentally demonstrated. 
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*/ 9.953Ihis 
data pattern 
01[1 0 0 01 

Fie. 1 Exnerirnotlnl IL" o f  OC-I92 OTDM-lo-4 x OC-48 WDM 
phoronic com'emion 

Operation principle: Tlic principle of operation of the proposed 
method is described below. 

OTDM signals generate an SC, producing multi-wavclength 
OTDM signals. After spectrum slicing the SC, they arc timc-gatcd 
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